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ABSTRACT. Rennick Glacier is onc of the m ajor ice drainages in northern Victo ria L a nd. Unlike 
glaciers farther south along the Tra nsantarcti c Mountains, R ennick Glacier does not drain into the 
Ross Ice Shelf but flows directly into a seasonally ice-covered ocean. Therefore, current flu ctuations of this 
glacier are unhampered by the dampening effects of the Ross Ice Shelf. The primary controls on the activity 
of this glacier and others in this region are mass balance and sea-level. 

Two major glacial events are recorded in the upper Rennick G lacier region. The locat ion of errat ics 
and glacially scoured features suggest that during the oldest or Evans glaciation ice covered all but the 
highest peaks in the region. Following this glaciation a re-advance produced the R ennick glaciation. Drift 
produced during this glaciation has a surface cover of unweathered clasts a nd is commonly found in the form 
of recess ional moraines with associated ice-marginal la kes. Rennick G lacier is currently in a recess ional 
phase of the R ennick glaciat ion. The phase is character ized by phys ica l re-adjustments of local ice masses 
including progressive inland migra tion of the Rennick Glacier grounding line. To date the grounding line 
has migrated up to the mid-point of the glacier. This trend may be expected to continue. 

RESUM E. A10de de l'abaissement de surface du R ennick Glacier, eT! Victoria Land du Nord, Antarctique. L e 
R ennick Glacier forme un des ecoulements glaciaires les plus importants dans le Nord de la Vi ctoria Land. 
Contrairement aux glaciers situes plus au Sud le long des Montagnes Transantarctiques, le R ennick Glacier 
ne s'ecoul e pas d ans le Ross I ce Shelf, mais directement dans un ocean periodiquement couvert de glace. 
De cette fa<;o n, les regimes glaciaires actuels dans ce tte region temoignent directement de l'action de la glace 
du Nord de la V ictoria Land qui se trouve dans le reseau de dra inage du R ennick Glacier, sans etre influences 
par les effets du R oss Ice Shelf. 

Deux deveioppements glacia ires importants se manifestent dans la region superieure du R ennick Glacier. 
La position d es blocs erra tiques et k s stri es glacia ires nous font penser que dura nt le developpement le plus 
ancien (le developpement Evans) tous les sommets d e la region, en d ehors des cimes les plus hautes, furent 
couverts d e glace. La distribution d es moraines de retraite (couvertes d 'une couche de sediments clastiques 
intacts) e t les lacs au bord du glacier temoignent du d evcioppement plus recent (le developpement Rennick), 
comprenant un e avance renouvelee, et - a present - un retrait. La phase de retrait du d eveioppement 
R ennick es t caracterisee par les rajustements physiques des masses de glace locales, y compris la migration 
progress ive vers l'interieur d e la ligne de fond du glacier Rennick. Jusqu 'a present, cette ligne a migre 
jusqu'a u milieu du glacier. On peut s'attendre a ce que ce tte tendance continue. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Der Abla/if des Absinkens der Eisoberjliiche am Rennick Glacier, Nord- Victoria-Land, Antarktis. 
Der R enni ck Glacier bildet ein en der bedeutendsten glazialen Abflusse im n6rd lichen Victoria-Land. Im 
Gegensa tz zu weiler sudlich, entlang dem Tra nsantarktischen Gebi rge gelegenen G letschern fli esst der 
R en nick Glacier nicht in das R oss I ce Shelf, sond ern unmittelbar in einen periodisch eisuberdecktcn Ozean . 
Auf diese Weise bilden die heutigen Gletscherregime in dieser Gegend einen direkten Beleg fur die Eista tigkeit 
der im Nord-Victoria-Land innerhalb des Entwasserungssystems des R ennick Glacier gelegenen Eismassen, 
unbeeinfluss t von Dampfungsefrekten des Ross Ice Shelf. 

Zwei bedeutende gl aziale Vorgange lasscn sich im oberen R ennick Glacier-gebiet erkennen. Die Lage 
der erratischen BI6cke und die Gletscherschram m en lassen vermuten, dass wahrcnd des a ltesten oder Evans
Vorgangs a lle Gipfel, mit Ausna hme der h6chsten, eisuberdeckt waren. Die Verteilung d er mit einer Schicht 
unverwitterter Sed imente uberdeckten Ruckzugsmoranen und die am Gletscherrand gelegenen Seen 
dokumentieren den jungeren od er R ennick-Vorga ng, der einen erneuerten Vorschub und gegenwartig 
einen Ruckzug mit sich brachte. Die Rlickzugsphase des Rennick-Vorgangs zeichnet sich durch physische 
Umlagerung d er 6rtli chen Eism assen a n, einschliess lich einer fortschreitenden Landeinwartswanderung d er 
Grundkontaktgrenze des R ennick-Gl aciers. Bis j etzt hat diese Grenze die Mitte des Gletschers erreicht.. Es 
ist zu erwarten, dass sich diese r Trend weiterhin erhalten wird. 
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A NON-ICE-SHELF BOUNDED OUTLET GLACIER 

Previous studies of the outlet glaciers in the Transantarctic Mountains (Denton and others, 
1971; Hughes, 1972; Mayewski, 1975; Mayewski and Goldthwait, in press) have all dealt 
with the examination of outlet glaciers that drain directly into the Ross Ice Shelf. Changes in 
the ice-surface profiles of these outlet glaciers have been used to monitor changes in volume 
of the East Antarctic ice sheet and/or Ross Ice Shelf. 

Rennick Glacier (Fig. I) is the most northerly situated outlet glacier in the Trans
antarctic Mountains. Compared to previously studied outlet glaciers in this range it is 
different because it does not drain into an ice shelf but rather into a seasonally ice-covered 
embayment, Rennick Bay. It is the largest outlet glacier in northern Victoria Land and 
contains the largest inland exposure of ice-free terrain in the region. Flowing in a northerly 
direction it roughly parallels the 162 0 30' E. meridian of longitude, for a length of approxi
mately 400 km. The glacier has a maximum width of 80 km north of the Morozumi Range 
and narrows to a 25 km width just south of this range. Several tributary glaciers feed the 
Rennick, the largest of which is Gressitt Glacier. 

Fig. T. Location map. 
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Recent mapping of the ice-sheet surface in the vicinity of northern Victoria Land (Fig. '2) 
by Steed and Drewry (in press) suggests that Rennick Glacier has a small drainage basin 
and receives little, if any, of its ice from interior sectors of the East Antarctic ice sheet. East 
Antarctic ice flowing in an east-north-east direction toward Rennick Glacier becomes 
diverted, possibly by a bedrock ridge, and flows off laterally to the David Glacier drainage 
basin to the south-south-east and the Cook Ice Shelf to the north-north-west. Steep ice-sheet 
surface gradients flank the proposed ridge. Precipitation reaching Rennick Glacier and the 
surround~ng ice masses comes primarily from either the Ross Sea or the open ocean to the 
north. Therefore, seasonal ice cover, degree of open water, and cyclogenesis appear to be 
the major regional controls on the mass balance of this northern Victoria Land glacier. Only 
a major expansion of the East Antarctic ice sheet would direct enough ice into the Rennick 
Glacier drainage to a llow it to respond to ice-sheet fluctuations. 

GLACIAL HISTORY 

Discovered in 1960 (Stuart and Heine, 1961) , the Rennick Glacier region has since been 
visited a lmost exclusively by bedrock-geology parties. The bedrock-geology accounts of Gunn 
and Warren ( 196'2), Sturm and Carryer (1970), and Dow and Neall (1974) contain some 
reference to the g lacial history of the region and all agree that the region was once more 
extensively glaciated /glacierized. Evidence presented in this paper suggests that a larger 
Rennick Glacier once covered all but the highest peaks of the upper Rennick Glacier region. ' 
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A general lowering of the ice surface punctuated by one recorded re-advance has characterized 
the glacial history of the area since the period of high , extensive ice cover. The increasing 
exposure of ice-free massifs resulting from this ice thinning has led to the current cha nnelling 
of ice in the form of ou tlet and tributary glaciers . The older, more extensive ice surface existed 
during what is named here the Evans glaciation, and the re-advance marks the onset of the 
Rennick glaciation which continues to the present . 

E vans g laciation 

The name Evans glaciation has been assigned to the period of maximum recorded ice 
coverage in the upper R ennick Glacier region . It was at this time that an ice surface similar 
in character to that currently only covering inland regions of the study area, such as Evans 
Neve, covered mos t of the now ice-free massifs of the study area. Evidence used to define the 
extent of the Evans ice surface comes from the Morozumi Range and the Helliwell Hills (Fig. 
3, Table I ) and Evans Neve (Fig. 4, Table II ). The maximum elevation of erratics and 
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Fig. 3. Morozumi Range alld H elliwell Hills. 
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glacially scoured ice-directional indicators and the transition between the most weathered 
surface clasts in the region and markedly less-weathered surface clasts were a ll combined to 
reconstruct the extent of ice during the Evans glaciation. 

TABLE 1. DESCRIPTION OF GLACIAL EVIDENCE FROM THE MOROZUMI RANGE AND HELLIWELL HILLS 

Map location 
(see Fig. 3) 

1,2,4,5,6,8, 11 ,12,13 

12 

3 

7 

9 

10 

163" 

Elevation 
m 

1 800, 1430 , 1300, 
15 1O, I 300, 148o, 
165O, 1450 , 140O 

1400 

I 170 

I 210 

I 100 

980 

Glaciation 

Evans 

Evans 

Rennick (maximum) 

Rennick (maximum) 

Rennick 

Rennick 

N s 

Evidence 

Highest recorded level of 
weathered erratics with 
striated and faceted clasts at 
lower levels 

Top of glacially-eroded valley 

Highest recorded level of fresh 
surface clasts with local area 
contaInIng fresh, steep 
moraines, so ils with poor 
profile development, boulder 
belts, and ice-marginal lakes 

Contact between fresh and 
weathered surface clasts 

Highest recorded level of fresh 
surface clasts and fresh, 
steep moraines 

Ice-marginal lake"and cryotur- . 
bated bedrock 

j~ 
o 
'" '" /' 

- ICE - CORED MORAINE 
( MOD IFIED FROM fR[Y8[RG MOU N TAIN uses 

QUADRANG L E MAP ) 
o 

H 
5Km 

Fig. 4. Evans Nivi. 
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Map location 
(see Fig. 4) 

20 

14,15 
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TABLE 1I. D ESCRIPTION OF GLACIAL EVIDENCE FROM EVANS NEVE 

Elevation 
m 

1 960 

1 990 

1850, I 800 

2 100, I 820 

Glaciation 

Evans 

Evans 

Rennick (maximum) 

R ennick (maximum) 

Rennick (maximum) 

Evidence 

Highes t recorded level of 
weathered erratics 

Highly weathered bedrock 

H ighest recorded level of fresh 
erratics and soils with poor 
profile development 

Contact between fresh and 
weath ered bedrock 

Contact between fresh and 
weathered bedrocks a nd 
sha rp demarcation in sur
face salt concentrat ions 

Further north along the Transantarctic Mountains, in the Queen Maud Mountains, 
Mayewski (1975 ) and Mayewski and Goldthwait (in press) have collected evidence docu
menting four glacial maxima. Ice-surface reconstructions have been produced for each 
glaciation. During the oldest and most extensive of these, the Queen Maud glaciation, the 
Rennick G lacier region would have been a lmost entirely ice-covered . Comparison of this 
ice surface with the Evans ice surface indirectly suggests the equivalence of these two glacia
tions. The suggested· age of the Queen Maud glaciation is more than 4.2 million years B.P . 

Rennick g laciation 

During the la tter stages of the Evans glaciation general reduction of the regional ice 
surface was interrupted by a re-adva nce. This re-advance marks the onset of the Rennick 
glaciation. Documentation of the R ennick glaciation comes from an examination of: ice
directional indicators, the distribution of unweathered soils and clasts on drift surfaces, sharply 
defined morainic ridges, and ice-margina l lakes throughout the Morozumi Range and 
H elliwell Hills (Fig. 3, Table I ) and Evans Neve (Fig. 4 , T able H. ) 

The initial re-adva nce leading to the onset of the R ennick glaciation is defined on the 
basis of : a buried soil, the presence of sharp breaks between unweathered R ennick drift and 
weathered Evans drift , a nd the distribution of fresh, angula r morainic ridges. 

Along the south-east flank of the Morozumi Range (Fig. 3) a buried soil (26 cm thick) 
was found underlying fresh , unweathered Rennick drift « 20 cm thick). The buried soil 
displays weak soil-profile d evelopment d efined vaguely by the vertical distribution of a poorly
sorted fine fraction. Although the weak profile development differs little from the almost non
existent profile development of soils developed in R ennick drift, the presence of a weathered 
clast cap on the former is markedly different from the fresh surface cover on the R ennick drift. 
The presence of the older buried surface beneath the unweathered R ennick drift suggests 
that R ennick ice re-advanced at leas t once over areas previously uncovered during Evans 
glaciation ice retreat. 

Ice retreat since the R ennick maximum has been recorded by the d eposition of a veneer of 
fresh drift and erra tics a nd a series of sharp morainic ridges, the exposure of fresh striae a nd 
gouges , a nd the development of ice-marginal lakes. The relatively recent nature of the ice 
recession is typified by the freshness of both the drift and the recently uncovered erosion 
features. In Boggs Valley (Fig. 3) fresh striae and gouges a re commonly found on bedrock 
surfaces. Their sharpness a nd lack of weathering is comparable only to erosion features on 
clasts currently fa lling out of active ice margins. An indication of the pattern of this ice retreat 
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is displayed along the south-east fl a nk of the M orozu mi Range. At this site a criss-cross 
pattern of mora ines rest on topogr a phic highs. T heir distribu tion seems bes t fitted to a 
crevasse pa ttern into which the till from a thi n, decaying ice mass has been deposited. Series 
of ice-cored moraines fl ank present ice margins throug hout the study area fur ther typifying 
the recent ice retrea t. 

Ice-margina l lakes a re common on the Ranks of re treating ice in the upper R ennick Glacier 
area. Their previous extent appears to have been con trolled by the location of ice margins, 
bedrock topography, a nd /or former clima te in the region. Stranded a bove and surrounding 
the m odern ice-margina l lakes is the evidence of their former extent in the form of: lacustrine 
stra ndlines (Fig. 5), r elict pa tches of d a ted algal pea t, a nd evaporite concentra tions . 

Fig . 5. Lacllstrille strand/ines at the south-eastern end of the Moro .Zllmi R ange. 

At the south-eas t m argin of the M orozumi Range ice-margina l la kes (Fig. 3) a t one time 
all but filled this currently icc-free a r ea a nd former w a ter levels were as high as 10 m above 
present lake level. T his former lake system was da mmed by an ice-m a rgin tha t has since 
retreated up to 1.5 km . Other ice-ma rgina l lakes and w a ter-eroded slop es fa rther north a long 
the range attest to the once greater volumes of melt water in the area. A lgal pea ts provide the 
only ava ilable da ta ble ma terial rela ted to the glacia l events in this area. Samples were 
collec ted from a sma ll ice-cored mora ine (Fig. 3) tha t d a m s a modern ice-marginal lake. The 
peat w as found draped onto the ice-cored mora ine, 2 m above present la ke level. It yielded 
a 14C d a te of I085 ± 105 years E. P. (GX-4068). 

Former lake levels in the H elliwell Hill s (Fig. 3) a lso suggest a r ecent period of lake 
desicca tion and /or ice-margina l recession . In Boggs V a lley the intersection of severa l ice 
tongues a nd the entra pment of melt w a ter between th ese tongues led to thc development of 
lakes since desiccated and today r ecorded by concentrations of eva porite salts. Highly 
cryoturbated sediments presumably produced during the more extensive la ke period line the 
form er lake basin. Similar relict la kes a re scattered throughout th e va lley. A sma ll lake 
da mmed by an ice-cored moraine a t the southern end of the Helliwell Hills (Fig. 3) contained 
algal p eat samples for 14C dating in the same rela tive location as those found in the Morozumi 
R a nge. H ere samples of desicca ted a lgal peat provided an age of 1265 ± 130 years B. P . 

(GX-4069). Farther nor th in the H elliwell Hills, traces of a lgal peat a nd strand lines indicate 
tha t ice-margina l la kes in this a rea were a minimum of 50~ I OO m wider a nd as much as 0. 5 m 
higher than modern la ke levels. 
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Ice-marginal lakes are also present throughout the nunatak a reas of Evans Neve. For 
example, along the southern side of Gallipoli H eig hts there is evidence for the existence and 
subsequent shrinkage of ice-ma rginal lakes. In addition, Skinner a nd Ricker (1968) working 
to the south of Evans Neve, between R eeves G lacier and Backstairs Passage, investigated 
numerous small lakes describes by them as having been formerly as much as 0.3 m above 
present lake level. 

Since either ice-marginal recession and /or la ke desiccation is postula ted as the stranding 
mechanism for both algal deposits, the dates a re minima for the time of transition to lower 
moisture availability for the local area. 

I CE-SURFACE RECONSTRUCTIONS 

Field studies provided twenty sites containing evidence of the former levels of Evans and 
maximum R ennick ice surfaces in the upper Rennick Glacier r egion (Tables I and 11). 
Fifteen of these sites record the former ice surfaces for the upper Rennick Glacier, Canham 
Glacier, and " Aleksandra" * glacier (Fig. I). Current and former ice-surface profiles for these 
three glaciers appear in Figure 6. All ice-surface profiles were drawn down the center line 
of the glaciers. R econstructed ice-surface profiles in this figure were developed assuming that: 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of current ice-surface profiles with ice-surface profiles of the Evans and maximum Rennick glaciation. 
Ice-surface profiles are drawn down the center line of the glaciers. 

* Unofficial name. 
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( I) Evans and maximum R ennick ice-surface profil es were generally simila r in shape to 
current ice-surface profiles and (2) Canham Glacier and "Aleksandra" glacier were tribu
taries of R ennick Glacier during both Evans and maximum Rennick glaciations. Current 
ice-surface profiles were taken from U.S.G.S. ( I : 250000) topographic maps and a radio 
echo-sounding traverse covering the Rennick Glacier region. 

Ice-surface a nd ice-thickness profiles (Fig. 6) of the coastal portion of R ennick Glacier 
are available from data collected during a 1969- 70 radio echo -sounding survey flown between 
Litell Rocks (F ig. I) and the coast. Due to the lack of availability of iner tia l navigation at the 
time this traverse was flown , the position of radio echo-sounding profiles had to be controlled 
by an SFIM flight recorder coupled with sight reckoning between aerial photographs and 
visible surface features of known position. Estimated navigational accuracy using this 
technique is I km. Unfortunately the flight line does not follow a single flow line of 
R ennick Glacier. 

The ice-surface elevation resolved from the radio echo-sounding data is es timated accurate 
to no better than 30-50 m. Examination of the echo-strengths from Rennick Glacier over 
the whole section demonstrates a strong reflection at the glacie r bed indicative of an ice/water 
interface . We infer that the whole portion of the glacier that was scanned is currently floating. 
In accordance with this inference, improved surface elevations were derived from the ice 
thickness data assuming simple hydrostatic equilibrium. Thickening and surface changes 
induced by marginal shear were ignored since the profi le predominantly followed the glacier 
center line. Surface altitude H is thus: 

H = h(I -~)' _ S(PS- Pi) , 
pw pw 

(I) 

where h is the ice thickness, Pi the density of ice below surface layers, pw the d ensity of sea
water, ps the d ensity of ice in surface layers, and S the depth of low-density surface layers. 

If we take values simila r to those employed by Crary (1966) for Skelton Glacier: 
Pi = 0.92 Mg m - J, ps = 0.82 l\1g m- 3, pw = 1.027 Mg m - J, and S = 80 m, ( I ) becomes: 
H = 0. 104 2h + 7.79 and was used in constructing Figure 6. 

Radio echo-sounding ice-thickness data were digitized at a mean frequency of I . I km 
and are accurate to about 10 m. The radio-echo data demonstrate that the g lacier is freely 
floating a long the flight track, except possibly next to Litell Rocks were it begins to ground. 
An accurate placement of the grounding line cannot be made from this radio echo-sounding 
profile since the flight-line diverted from the center line of the glacier in the area of Litell 
Rocks. Thickness of the floating ice increases from 200 m at the ice front to a lmost 800 m 
inland (Fig. 6) . Two major changes in ice thickness occur a long the profile and relate to 
the entrance of tributaries into R ennick Glacier. 

Hyperbolic returns from the glacier bottom were noted on the original photographic 
records and are presumed due to bottom crevasses. Between the ice front and the first major 
ice-thickness change the bottom is very irregula r and exhibits a complicated pattern of echoes 
indicating an extensive rough area which may be caused by vigorous bottom melting. 

Comparison of the reconstructed former ice-surface profiles of R ennick Glacier, 
Canham Glacier, and "Aleksandra" glacier with their current ice-surface profiles suggests 
the following: 

(a) Evans a nd maximum R ennick ice surfaces were higher than current ice-surfaces rising 
to as much as I 000 m and 600 m higher than present, respectively, in the coastal, currently 
floating, portion of Rennick Glacier. 

(b) The R ennick Glacier grounding line ex tended 98 km a nd 43 km farth er north than 
its current position during the Evans and maximum Rennick g laciations, respectively. 

(c) Increased ice-surface elevations dllfing the Evans and maximum Rennick glaciations 
dampened the effects of local subglacial topography. However, the steep ice-surface profile 
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gradient near the junction of "Aleksa ndra" glacier and R ennick Glacier was present even 
during the Evans glacia tion suggesting that the subglacia l topography in this a rea has a very 
steep coastally inclined gradient . 

RECENT ICE-S URFACE LOWERING 

Both ice-surface lowering and grounding-line retreat appear to characterize near-recent 
and current Rennick glaciation ice regime . Several types of evidence were used in the study 
area to interpret this condition including the examination of current d egree of ice margin 
activity , crevasse distribution , and a lpine outlet-glacier interaction. 

Ice-marginal regimes were investiga ted by differentiating advance margins from retreat 
margins morphologically (Figs 3 and 4)' Advancing fronts were characterized by the presence 
of cliffs a nd/or overridden ice-cored moraines . Retrea t m a rgins were characterized by gently 
sloping to concave m argins and/or recessional fea tures in their immediate vicinity. 

The best-developed examples of margins in advance or in retreat come from the south-east 
flank of the Morozumi Range (Fig. 7) . H ere advancing ice margins form near-vertical cliffs, 
override their ice-cored moraines a nd are actively d epositing lodgement till. The till is 
compact, gray to cream in color comprising poorly-sorted and angula r local and erratic 
lithologies intermixed with stratified lenses. The volume of this lodgem ent till requires that 
ice abrasion and debris transport has been fa irly continua lly maintained at the margin of an 
advancing or steady-state glacier. Englacial and superglacia l now and dump tills composed 
of material both coarser and less compac t than the lodgement till form a surface cover in 
some places along these same margins. Sectors of the ice margin in this area which demonstrate 
retrea t display either concave or gentle slopes with ice-cored moraines and /or ice-marginal 
lakes strung out away from the ice margin . Non-compact, coarse, angular material com
parable to an ablation till derived englacia lly and/or super-glacially, litters this immediate 
margin area. 

The distribution of advance and retreat margins is believed to be indicative of the general 
down-wasting of the ice surface in the region. Ice margins in retreat are consistently found 
down-flow-line from advance sections (Fig. 3) . This m ay be explained by: ( I) general up
glacier migration of the effects of lowering ice-surface level generated from the coast inland 
with controls set by local subglacial topography, or (2) lower subglacial ba rriers in areas with 

Fig. 7. Admllce (A ) .flnd retrellt (R I s(vle ice margills at the south-ellstem end of the .Horo .:;ult/i Rallge. 
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ice margins in advance yielding passage of greater volumes of ice to these sec tors. The former 
suggestion allows for a more uniform trend to be developed throughout the region. 

The recency of the presumed ice-surface lowering is exemplified b y th e occurrence of 
"stranded crevasses" and reversals of ice drainage. " Stranded crevasses" occur on mountain 
pla tforms and ridges throughout northern Victoria Land . They appear to be fracturing 
remnants of recently hig her ice surfaces. Currently ice flow is being topogra phicall y diver ted 
:.tround these crevassed ice bodies. Similarly, examples of ice drainage reversals suggest recent 
changes in ice-surface levels. As an example, in the a rea of the southern Gallipoli H eig hts, 
ice-cored media l moraines record former ice flow in a direction opposite to that a t present, 
controlled possibly by ice-surface level changes. 

Physical re-adjustments of tributary ice masses in the region of the upper R ennick Glacier 
were examined by observing the contac t rela tionships between alpine and out let glaciers. 
Under equilibrium conditions, it is assumed that if an alpine glacier ac ts as a tributary to a n 
ou tlet glacier the form er should be graded to the surface level of the latter. On the eastern 
side of the Morozumi Range lowering of the ice surface of R ennick Glacier may be 
responsible for the recent advance of several tributa ry a lpine glaciers. Furthermore, the 
patterns of the ice-cored moraine of several unnamed a lpine glaciers on th e eas t-central side 
of this range appear to be flowing in a direction opposite to that of R ennick G lacier. This 
apparent disparity in flow direction between R ennick G lacier and these alpine glaciers 
may be accounted for by a lowering of the level of R ennick Glacier in the connection a rea 
of the tributary glaciers. 

Along the north-wes tern side of the Morozumi Range the cliffed terminii of several a l pine 
glaciers suggest either recent advance of these alpine glaciers or a recent break in contact 
between the alpine g laciers and their: base level, "Aleksandra" glacier. Alternative ly, 
alpine g laciers along the south-wes tern margin of the Morozumi R ange consisten tl y mainta in 
contact with their outlet g lacier base leve l. From this relationship it is assumed that the up
glacier migration of the descending "Aleksandra" g lacier ice-surface m ay be tripping the 
breaks in contact between the alpine g lac iers and this outlet glacier. It should , however, be 
noted tha t because of the lack of mass balance data from these alpine g laciers , interpreta tion 
of their location and activity, as sugges ted here, relies only upon the limited evidence for 
base-level lowering previously discussed. 

R ecent grounding line loca tions are not known with any certainty for any of the glaciers in 
northern Victoria Land except poss ibl y for Rennick G lacier. The 1969- 70 radio echo
sounding data for R ennick Glacier indicates that the grounding-line at this time ex tended 
inla nd, at least, as fa r as the northern tip of Litell Rocks, thus a llowing ma rine waters to en ter 
approximately 120 km inland. At th is time there is no reason to believe tha t the inl a nd 
grounding-line migration sugges ted by this study will not continue into the future causing 
successive inland-directed waves of ice-surface lowering . Therefore, this study concludes tha t 
the most northerl y out let g laciers of the Transantarctic Mountains are retrea ting. 

S UMMARY 

The upper Rennick G lacier region has experienced at least two major g laciat ions. T he 
oldest, Eva ns glaciation, has its upper limit marked by erra ti cs and glacia l erosiona l fea tures 
and represents a period during which the region of the upper Rennick G lacier was a lmost 
entirely covered by ice. Although a bsolu te dates are lacking, compa rison of the Evans 
glaciation ice-surface with ice surfaces m a rking the maximum recorded ice inundation 
farther south along the Transantarctic Mountains revea ls a genera l similarity. Therefore, the 
Eva ns glaciation may be loosely correla ted with a maximum ice stand in the Transantarctic 
Mountains. 
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R e-advance of Rennick ice followed the retreat of Evans ice in the region of the upper 
R ennick Glacier. A buried soil at one of the field localities indica tes that there was a period of 
subaerial erosion which interrupted the two glacial events. Steep slopes in the stud~! area 
prevent exact determina tion of the maximum ice-surface level attained during the R ennick 
glaciation. However, a detailed pattern of R ennick ice retreat is apparent from the distribu
tion of the fresh, unweathered surface clasts, sharp moraine ridges, and ice-marginal lakes. 
Most recent retreat during the R ennick glaciation is based upon 14C dated algal peat deposits 
and recent physical re-adjustments of outlet and alpine glaciers. Algal peat deposits from 
ice-marginal lakes formed during the retreatal phase of the Rennick glaciation yield ages of 
1085 and 1265 years B.P . The dates can be interpreted as either minimum deglaciation dates 
and/or dates for the initiation of a moist, dry climatic regime. 

Physical re-adjustments of ice masses during the retrea t phase of the R ennick glaciation 
all indicate a general inla nd migration of the R ennick Glacier grounding line. Migration of 
the grounding line has proceeded as far up R ennick Glacier as Littel Rocks . Continued 
inland migration of the grounding line is postulated. 
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